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ABSTRACT 
Real and complex rational matrix functions W(h) such that W(h) = &[W(vh)]r, 
where 5, n = f 1, and their minimal factorizations W(h) = [ L(vA>lTD( A)L( A) are 
studied. Such factorizations are described geometrically in terms of invariant sub- 
spaces with certain isotropic properties with respect to a quadratic form. Using results 
(partly known and partly proved in the paper) concerning the dimensions of such 
subspaces, upper bounds are given for the degrees of the rational matrix functions 
L(A) in the above factorizations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider real and complex rational n X n matrix 
functions W(A) such that 
for all A E C which are not the poles of W(A), where 5 = + I, 77 = + 1. As 
well, we consider complex rational n X n matrix functions W(h) which are 
self-adjoint on the real line, i.e., for which 
W(A) = [w(i)]* (1.2) 
for all A E C which are not poles of W(A). We will study minimal factoriza- 
tions of the form 
W(A) = [~(~~)]T~(W(~) 
for W(A) satisfying (1.1) and minimal factorizations of the form 
W(A) = [L@)]*D(A)L(A) 
(1.3) 
(1.4 
for W(A) satisfying (1.2) where L(A) and D(A) are real or complex (as 
appropriate) rational rr X n matrix functions. (The concept of minimal factor- 
izations, as well as other related concepts, are recalled in Section 2.) It will be 
assumed throughout that W(A) is regular [i.e., det W(A) f 01; then the 
matrix functions L(A) and D(A) taken from (1.3) or (1.4) are necessarily 
regular as well. 
In this paper we describe geometrically factorizations (1.3) in terms of 
invariant subspaces with certain isotropic properties with respect to a quadratic 
form. Our methods are based on the state-space approach (first developed in 
the theory of linear systems and control: see, e.g., [I7]). We use the concept 
of supporting triinvariant decompositions, which have been introduced and 
studied in the nonsymmetric case in [I2]; these ideas go back to [S, 41. 
As an application of our geometric description of factorizations (1.3) we 
give upper bounds [in terms of the local degrees of W(A)] for the possible 
degrees d(L) of L(A) h’ h w ic can appear in minimal factorizations (1.3). The 
corresponding bound for factorizations (1.4) is given also (and involves little 
more than collecting known results). 
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To develop these applications, results concerning dimensions of invariant 
subspaces with isotropic properties are needed. Such results are of indepen- 
dent interest and have other applications as well. We use results of this type if 
available [18, 191, and p rove them if they are not available (Section 5). 
Symmetric factorizations (not necessarily minimal) of the form (1.3) and 
(1.41, mainly with the middle factor D constant, have been studied intensively 
during the last two decades or so. One impetus to study these factorizations 
comes from the modem theory of systems and control. There, factorizations 
W(A) = [ L( - A>lT L(h) &nown as spectruZfuctorizations) play a crucial role 
in the stochastic realization problem (see, e.g., [2I] and references there) and 
network analysis 121, and J-spectral factorizations W(h) = [ L( - A)lTDL( A) 
are important in fl control (see, e.g., [14]). The symmetry (1.2) describes 
“reciprocal” systems [2], and factorizations (1.4) with D constant and positive 
definite appear in optimal filtering (Chapter 9 in [l]>. Here, there are 
important connections with the theory of algebraic Riccati equations (see, 
e.g., [20] and an extensive bibliography there, or Chapter II.4 in [9]). In 
particular, factorizations (1.4) for the case when W(A) and L(A) are matrix 
polynomials and D is a constant have been thoroughly studied (see [9, 10, 
131, again motivated in large part by systems theory [6, 151). Factorizations 
(1.3), (1.4), for matrix polynomials, where W(A) is not necessarily regular and 
L(A) need not be square, have been studied in [29]. Returning to W(A) a 
rational matrix function, note that factorizations of the form (1.4) have been 
described in [23] in the geometric language of invariant subspaces, and 
further studied in [16, 28, 111; the Wiener-Hopf factorization of a self-adjoint 
matrix function was represented in the form (1.4) for the first time in [22]. 
Symmetric rational matrix functions, and their various connections and appli- 
cations, have been studied in [8] using polynomial models; see also the 
extensive bibliography in [S]. Stability (in the sense of robustness under small 
perturbations) of the minimal factorizations (1.4) and (1.3) (the latter with D 
constant) has been thoroughly investigated in a series of papers [27, 30, 311. 
Our main results on the description of minimal factorizations (1.3) in 
terms of invariant subspaces are given in Section 2 (Theorems 2.2 and 2.3), 
for both the real and complex cases. In this section we also recall the basic 
definitions and results on factorization which are needed. The bounds on the 
degree of L(A) in the real case are given in Sections 3 and 4, and those in the 
complex case [including minimal factorizations of the form (1.4)] are given in 
Section 6. Invariant neutral subspaces and their dimensions for symmetric 
and skew complex matrix pairs are studied in Section 5. In Section 7, we give 
two examples illustrating some results and methods of the paper. Throughout 
the paper, canonical forms for symmetric and skew complex and real pairs of 
matrices are used. For the reader’s convenience, these forms are recalled in 
the appendix. 
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The following notation is used throughout: R (C) stands for the field of 
real (complex) numbers. Z (or I,,) is the q X q identity matrix. A subspace 
.4~ R” (or C”, as appropriate) is called an A-invariant subspace, where A is 
an n X n real (or complex) matrix, if Ax EM for every x E.& Important 
examples of A-invariant subspaces are the root subspaces: 
&?( A; h) = Ker( A - AZ)“, A E c, 
for a complex n x n matrix A; and for a real matrix A, 
a( A; A) = Ker( A - AZ)“, A E R, 
and 
a( A; Z.J + iv) = Ker [ A2 - 2pA + ( p2 + v2)Z]“, 
where /_L and v are real and v z 0. It is a standard fact (which will be 
implicitly used throughout the paper) that C” is a direct sum of the nonzero 
A-invariant root subspaces, where A is a fixed n X n complex matrix. 
Similarly, R” is a direct sum of the nonzero A-invariant root subspaces for a 
real n X n matrix A. 
Let X be an rr X n real symmetric or skew-symmetric matrix. A subspace 
.Nc R” is called X-neutral (or X-isotropic) if x’Xy = 0 for all x, y EJY: We 
denote by v(X) the maximal dimension of an X-neutral subspace. It is not 
difficult to see that 
v(X) =min(v+(X) +dimKerX,v_(X) +dimKerX), (1.5) 
if X is real symmetric, where v+(X) [ v_(X)] is the number of positive 
[negative] eigenvalues of X, counted with multiplicities; see, e.g., Section 
1.1.3 of [9] for the proof of (1.5) in case X is invertible. For the case of a skew 
symmetric X we have 
v(X) =krankX+dimKerX. (1.6) 
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The formula (1.6) can be proved, for example, by using reduction of X to the 
block diagonal form 
for some real invertible matrix S, 
(n - r) X (n - r) zero matrix. 
where r = rank X and O,_, stands for the 
2. SYMMETRIC FACTORIZATIONS: DESCRIPTION IN TERMS 
OF MINIMAL REALIZATIONS 
Let F = R or F = C. The subject of this section is rational n X n matrix 
functions W(A) over F. In other words, every entry in the n X n matrix 
W(h) is a quotient of two polynomials in the complex variable A with 
coefficients in F. It will always be assumed that the rational matrix functions 
we deal with are regular, i.e., their determinant is not identically zero. We 
will often also assume that W(h) has no pole at infinity and W(a) is 
invertible. Every such rational matrix function W(h) admits a representation 
W(A) =D+C(AI-A))‘& (2-I) 
where C, A, and B are matrices over F of sizes n X p, p X p, and p X n, 
respectively, for some p. The matrix D = W(m) is determined uniquely by 
W(A). Representations of the type (2.1) are called realizations of W(A); we 
refer to the books [I7, 35, 4, 12, 31 for the theory of realizations and the 
various facts on realizations to be used later on. A realization (2.1) is called 
minimal if the size p is the smallest among all realizations; in this case p is 
called the degree of W(A) and will be denoted d(W). If (2.1) and 
W(A) = D + d(AZ -A)-‘ti 
are two minimal realizations of the same W(A), then there exists a unique 
invertible matrix S over F such that 
c’ = cs, i = S-lAS, B’ = S-'B. (2.2) 
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We now fLu a minimal realization (2.1). Let Ax = A - BD- ‘C. We say 
that a direct-sum decomposition 
FP =L?/w&‘/H (2.3) 
is a supporting triinvariant decomposition for W(A) if the subspaces 9 and 
L? iM are A-invariant and at the same time the subspaces J” and Jy- i J are 
AX-invariant. This concept has been introduced and used in [12]; it is a 
straightforward generalization of the notion of supporting projection intro- 
duced in [4]. Note that a supporting triinvariant decomposition for W(A) 
depends on the choice of minimal realization. We assume, however, that the 
minimal realization of W(A) is fixed and thereby suppress the dependence of 
supporting triinvariant decompositions on this choice. [In view of the connec- 
tion (2.2) between any two minimal realizations of W(A), there is no loss of 
generality in making this assumption.] 
Given W(h) as above, we will study factorizations of W(h) of the form 
W(A) = Wr( A) a.0 W,(A), (2.4) 
where W,(A), . . . , W,.(A) are rational n X n matrix functions over F having 
no pole at infinity [then necessarily the values Wj(w), j = 1, . . . , r are 
invertible matrices, because W(a) is invertible]. The factorization (2.4) is 
called minimal if 
d(W) = d(W,) + ... +d(W,). 
The role of supporting triinvariant decompositions in the minimal factor- 
ization problem is revealed in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (2.3) be a supporting triinvariant decomposition of 
W(A). Then W(h) admits a minimal factorization 
W(A) = [Z+C~~(AZ-A)-‘A~BD-1][D+C~-(AZ-A)-1@3] 
X [I + D-‘Cr_( AZ - A)-&B] 
= [Z+C(AZ-A)-‘~~BD-l][D+Cw,(AZ-A)-l~~B] 
x[Z+ D-‘CQ(AZ-A)-‘B], (2.5) 
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where TV is the projector on _Y along JZ i N, and ?L and rN are defined 
similarly. 
Conversely, for every minimal factorization W(h) = W,( A)W,( A)W,(h) 
where the factors W,(A) and W,(A) are rational matrix functions with value I 
at infinity, there exists a unique supporting triinvariant decomposition F r’ = 
_Y i-J i_Nsuch that 
W,(A) = Z + CT& Al - A)-‘v_,BD-‘, 
W,(A) = D + CT~( Al - A)-‘QB, 
W,(A) = I + D-‘CQ( AZ - A)-‘@. 
(2.6) 
Moreover, the degrees of the factors Wj( A) in (2.6) are given by 
d(W,) = dim 9, d(W,) = dim A, d(W3) = dim& 
Note that the second equality in (2.5) follows from the relations rPAnP 
= AT, and nNArM = VIA, which express the A-invariance of 3 and of 
9 -F-J, respectively. 
This theorem, together with its proof, can be found in [I2]; it is a variation 
of a factorization result first proved in [5] ( see also [J]). It is stated and proved 
in [I21 for complex rational matrix functions, and under the assumption that 
D = I. The formulation given in Theorem 2.1 is proved in exactly the same 
way. 
Fix 5 = f 1, q = k 1. Let (2.1) be a minimal realization for W(A). 
Furthermore, let 
@A) = SIW(vA)lT. 
Then it is easily verified that W(A) has the minimal realization 
I+( A) = 50’ + tqBT( Al - qA’)-k’ 
=i,+6(AI-A)-%, 
where 6 = (D“, c’ = @tB’, A = qAT, B’ = CT. 
(2.7) 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (2.1) be a minimal realization, and assume that 
D = W(m) is invertible. Let (2.3) be a supporting triinvartant decomposition 
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defined by the projectors r3, rr- , ~~ with the corresponding minimal 
factorization 
W( A) = W,( A) W,W,( A) 
given by (2.5). Then the minimal factorization 
@(A) = [%(rlA)ll‘( S[K(~A)]‘}[W(~A)]” 
corresponds to the supporting triinvariant decomposition 
F’ =Y iM’ iJf’ (2.8) 
(with respect to the minimal realization (2.7)) where (2.8) is defined by the 
projectors 
%, = (%4T> TM, = (7TX)T> ?T3, = (TN)? 
Proof. Since ._Y= Im n9 is A-invariant, we have An, = n,ArP. 
Taking transposes and using A = qAT, we obtain 
which means that Ker ~JJ 
9’ is A-invariant. Now 
=X +L?’ is A-invariant. Similarly, we check that 
ix:= i - jjs-‘e = q( AX)T, 
where Ax = A - BD-‘C. Therefore one checks similarly that JV and .H’ + 
N are Xx-invariant. Passing in the formulas (2.5) to the transposed matrices 
and replacing A by oh, we obtain 
$(A) = [I + BT?5yT(qAZ - A’.)-k;CTD-“1 
x t[ DT + BT71;CT(qAZ - A’)-%$?] 
x Z + DT-lBT~;(~AZ - AT)+$CT] [ 
= 
I 
Z + d,rr,T( AZ - ~)-‘~~8fi-’ 1 
x 6 + &;(AZ -k)-k-6 
1 I 
Z + ti- ‘&;( AZ - A) -‘n$! , 1 
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which is the same formula as (2.5) corresponding to the triinvariant decompo- 
sition defined by <Q)>‘, (rMjT, (,rr,)r as in (2.8). ??
We now assume that the rational matrix function W(A) has certain 
symmetry properties. Precisely, we assume that for all A E C which are not 
poles of W the equality 
W(A) = s[w(l;h)]* = mp/A)17 (2.9) 
holds, where 5 and n are fixed numbers taking the values + 1 or -I. In 
terms of the realization (2.0 this means that 
D + C(AZ - A)-‘B = tDT + tqBT(Ar - qAT)-*CTa 
Hence D = [DT, and by minimality there exists a unique invertible H 
(which is real if F = R) such that 
HA = nATH, HB = CT, @jBTH = C. (2.10) 
Taking transposes, we obtain 
.$qHT = H. (2.11) 
The matrix H will be called the associated matrix of the minimal realization 
(2.1). If D is invertible (a hypothesis we have assumed), then putting 
AX= A - BD-‘C, 
it is easily seen that also HA’ = q( AX)‘H. The importance of this observa- 
tion is apparent from the formula for the inverse matrix function W(A)-’ : 
W(A)_’ = D-’ - D-‘C(AZ - AX)-lBD-‘. 
For the rational matrix function W(A) with the symmetry (2.9), it is 
natural to consider minimal factorization of the form 
W( A) = L( vA)~D( A) L( A), (2.12) 
where necessarily D(A) = t[ D(qA)lT. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let W(h) = D + C(hZ - A)-‘B be a minimal realiza- 
tion of a rational matrix function satisfying (2.9), and assume that D is 
invertible. Let F p =L? iM iJv be a supporting triinvariant decomposition 
defined by the projectors TV, ITS, rrH with the corresponding minimal 
factorization W = W,W,W, given by (2.5). Then the equality 
WI(*) = PwPw (2.13) 
holds for all h E C not poles of W, if and only if 
A version of Theorem 2.3 (where F = R and W, is assumed constant) is 
proved in [31]. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2 the supporting triinvariant decomposition corre- 
sponding to the factorization 
W(h) = [WNT][ w2(v~)T] [w?~)IT (2.14) 
with respect to the minimal realization W(A) = d + &AZ - &‘B’, where 
6 = [DT, c’ = &jBT, i = qAT, B’ = CT, 
is given by the projectors (,rr,jT, (r-IT, (T~>~. Because of the equalities 
(2.10) and (2.11) we have 
6 = D, C = dH, A = H-‘KH, B = H-%, 
and therefore the minimal factorization (2.14) with respect to the minimal 
realization 
W(h) = D + C(hZ - A)+ 
is determined by the projectors H -‘(?T-)~H, H-l(n;-)TH, H-‘(T~)~H. As 
the correspondence between supporting triinvariant decompositions and min- 
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imal factorizations W = W,W,W, with W,(m) = W&w) = I is one-to-one, it 
follows that (2.13) holds if and only if 
The third equality here follows from the first equality and from (2.11). The 
second equality follows from the first and the third using the observation that 
,FJ =z-V/-lr,. ??
We now focus on the equality 
H-‘rr;H = T N ’ (2.15) 
It implies that 9 = Im rrT and .N = Im nM are H-neutral subspaces (recall 
that a subspace Q G F P is called H-neutral if xTHy = 0 for all x, y E Q). 
Let us check this property for 9. Let x, y ~9, so that x = n--x, y = n9y. 
Then 
xTHy = x~T$HIT~~ = x~HT~T~~ = 0 
because +rrNr9 = 0. In fact, the same proof shows that 
rTHy = 0 (2.16) 
for every pair x ~9, y E.Y+.M and for every pair x ~4 +N, y EJK 
Conversely, if _Y’ and Jy are H-neutral subspaces such that the sum 
9 4-N is direct and (2.16) holds for every pair x E 9, y E 9 +A and for 
every pair x E_/ +N, y EN, where .J is some direct complement to the 
sum 9 iN, then (2.15) holds as well. Indeed, for every pair x, y E FP we 
have xTHn--y = 0 if x E_& +M, and xTHrJy = xTr$Hn--y if x ~9. 
Therefore, in any case 
xTHrr,y = xTm$HrNy. 
Analogously, xTr$Hy = xTr~Hr-y for all x, y E FP. Comparing with the 
previous equality, we conclude xTHrrry = xTmsHy for all x, y E FP, i.e., 
(2.16) holds. 
Thus, in view of Theorem 2.3, the results concerning dimensions of 
maximal A-invariant (or A ‘-invariant) H-neutral subspaces give upper bounds 
for the degree of the factor L(A) in a minimal factorization (2.12). This is a 
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key idea of this paper and will be exploited in the following section to 
produce bounds for d(L). 
3. MINIMAL SYMMETRIC FACTORIZATION: BOUNDS ON 
DEGREES OF THE FACTORS, REAL CASE, 5 f 77 
Let W(A) be an n X n real rational matrix function such that det 
W(A) f 0 and 
W(A) = 5w(vw~ A E c, (3-l) 
where 5 = + 1, q = f 1 are fixed. Minimal factorizations of the form 
W( A) = L( QA)TD( A) L( A) (3.2) 
will be considered in this and the next two sections, where L(A) and D(A) 
are real rational n x n matrix functions. We need the concept of “local 
degree” for W(A). For a given pole A,, E C of W(A), let 
W(A) = E W(A - A,)’ 
j= -p 
be the Laurent series of W(A) at A,,. The local degree d(W; A,) of W(A) at 
A,, is defined by 
d(W; A,,) = rank (3.3) 
If A, is not a pole of W, we formally put d(W; A,) = 0. The local degree at 
infinity d(W; m) is defined by the same formula (3.3), where now 
W(A) = 5 W_jAj (P aO)- 
j= -cc 
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Since W(A) is real, we obviously have 
d(W; X0) = d(W; A”), A E c. 
We define the degree S(W) of W by 
d(W) = Cd(W; A,,), (3.4 
where the sum is taken over A, E C U {m}. It coincides with the degree 
d(W > defined in the previous section (via minimal realizations) in case W(h) 
has finite and invertible value at infinity. 
It will be convenient for us to collect d(W; A,) and d(W; h,) together, 
for a nonreal A,, and so we define 
d(W, p + iv) = d(W; El. + iv) + d(W; Al. - iv) = 2d(W; w + iv) 
for a pair of nonreal complex conjugate numbers I_L +_ iv. The formula (3.4) 
can now be rewritten in the form 
d(w) = c d(W; A,) + c d(W;p f iv). 
h,,~RUbl v>o 
PER 
As in the previous section, we say that the factorization (3.1) is minimal if 
d(W) = d( L(qA)r) + d(D) + d(L) = 2d( L) + d(D), 
since d( I,(#) = d(L). 
In the next theorem we establish upper bounds for d(L), given that a 
factorization (3.2) exists and is minimal, and for the cases when 5 # q (the 
cases when 5 = 77 will be considered in the next two sections). It will be 
assumed in the next theorem, as well as in the next two sections, that W(M) is 
finite and invertible. If q = I, then the general case can be reduced to this 
situation by considering the minimal factorization 
I@( A) = [ L( A)]%( A)e( A), 
where W(A) = W(A-’ + cr), L(A) = L(A-’ + (u), and the real number (Y 
is chosen so that W(a) is finite and invertible. If n = - 1 and W(O) is finite 
and invertible, then we can apply the same transformation (with (Y = 0) to 
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reduce to the case in which W(a) is finite and invertible. However, when 
n= -1 and W(A) h as a pole and/or a zero at 0 and at ~0, one cannot 
reduce the problem to the situation considered in Theorems 3.1 and 4.2 
below by means of a linear fractional substitution 
L+(A) = W((aA + P)(yA + q-l). 
This case requires techniques which are beyond the scope of this paper, and 
hence is not considered here. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
(a) Assume 6 = - 1, q - 1. Then 
d(L) < id(W). (3.5) 
(b) Assume 5 = 1, 77 = -1, and let 
W(A) = D + C(AZ - A)-‘B (3.6) 
be a minimal realization of W(A), where D is invertible. Then 
C id(W; A,) + c $(W;ti f iv) + c v,(*ib), 
h,ER v>o b>O 
per\ 
c +d(W-‘; ho) + c id(W-‘; p + iv) + c v,(kib) 
h,ER u>o b>o 
PER\(O) 
(3.7) 
Here the number vP( f ib) is determined for any pair + ib of pure imugina y 
nonzero eigenvalues of A by 
vP( kib) = V( [ ZT( HA)Z,]r,j=,), (3.8) 
where z,, . . . , zt is a basis in 9( A; + ib), and u,( kib) is dejned analo- 
gously using A - BD-‘C instead of A. 
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The bound (3.5) is clearly trivial because the minimal@ of (3.2) implies 
d(W ) z 2d(LJ. It is presented here only for completeness, and to indicate 
that in this case we cannot do better with the techniques used in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. In contrast, the bound (3.7) is not trivial, in the sense that it 
can be strictly less than id(W). Note that in view of the formulas (2.10), 
(2.11), the right-hand side of (3.8) 1s independent of the choice of the 
minimal realization (3.6). 
Proof We prove part (b) only. Let 
be the supporting triinvariant decomposition corresponding to the minimal 
factorization (3.2). By Theorem 2.3 and the remark thereafter, the subspace 
_.Y is A-invariant and H-neutral, and the subspace JV is AX-invariant and 
H-neutral, where AX = A - BD- ’ C, and where H is uniquely determined 
by (2.10). We have (A, H) E L,( - 1, - 1) and (AX, H) E L,( - 1, - 1) in 
the notation of the appendix. At this point we use the canonical form (case 3 
of Theorem A.11 for the pair ( A, H ). 
Consider the equations (A.21 first of all, and note that b, > 0 (it is 
convenient to replace i by k). Let the eigenvalue ib, have partial multiplici- 
ties {nj} as in (A.2). Let Jk be the set of all indices j for which nj is odd, and 
define the nonnegative integer 
Further, let 
m( A, H) = xm( A, H; k ibk), 
where the sum is taken over all distinct eigenvalues ib, of A with b, > 0. By 
Theorem 6.1 of [19] we have 
dim_Y<m(A,H)+~dimY(A), (3.9) 
where *A) is the spectral A-invariant subspace corresponding to all 
eigenvalues of A except the nonzero pure imaginary eigenvalues. In fact, 
Theorem 6.1 of [19] states that the right-hand side of (3.9) is the dimension of 
every maximal A-invariant H-neutral subspace. Similarly, 
dimM<m(AX,H)+idimY(AX). (3.10) 
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On the other hand, 
dimP= dim.N= d(L). (3.11) 
Finally, observe that because of the minimality of the realization (3.6), 
A,, E C is a pole of W(A) if and only if A, is an eigenvalue of A, and 
d(W; A,) coincides with the algebraic multiplicity of A, as an eigenvalue of 
A (see, e.g., Theorem 7.2.3 in [12], Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 in [4], Theorem 
4.2.1 in [3]). Similarly, d(W-’ ; A,,) coincides with the algebraic multiplicity of 
A, as an eigenvalue of A ‘. Combining these observations with (3.9), (3.IO), 
and (3.10, the result of Theorem 3.1(b) follows. ??
In view of Theorem 3.1, the following question arises naturally: Are the 
upper bounds for d(L) gi ven by (3.7) and (3.8) achieved always, and if not, 
how can we characterize those W(h)‘s for which the upper bounds are 
achieved? Full answers to these questions are beyond the scope of this paper. 
Here we present several results that seem to indicate that the upper bounds 
given in Theorem 3.1 are achieved in many situations. The next theorem was 
proved in 1321. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume 5 = -1, 77 = 1, i.e., W(h) = -[W(A)lT, A E C 
(us always, we keep the assumption det W(A) f: 0). Assume further that 
either all pole multiplicities of W(A) are equal to 1, or all zero multiplicities 
of W(A) are equal to 1. Then W(A) admits a minimal factorization 
W(A) = L(A)rDL(A), 
where D is a constant (necessarily skew-symmetric) real matrix, and L(A) is 
a real rational n X n matrix function. 
This result shows that the bound in Theorem 3.1(a) is achieved in at least 
one generic case. It is not known whether the hypothesis on pole or zero 
multiplicities can be omitted in Theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume 5 = 1, 71 = - 1, i.e., W(A) = [WC-A)]r, A E C. 
Assume further that W(A) h as no poles and zeros on the imaginary axis 
(including zero) and that the value D = W(W) is positive definite (the real 
matrix D is necessarily symmetric). Then W(A) admits the minimal factoriza- 
tion 
W(A) = [L(-A)]~DL(A), 
where L(A) is a real rational matrix function with L(m) = 1. 
(3.12) 
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Proof. Let (3.6) b e a minimal realization of W, and let H be the 
skew-symmetric real matrix for which (2.10) holds. The hypotheses of the 
theorem imply that m = d(W) is even, and consequently [by the canonical 
form (A.8)-(A.12)], there exists an m/2-dimensional A-invariant H-neutral 
subspace 9 and an m/2-dimensional AX-invariant H-neutral subspace M, 
where AX= A - BD-‘C. We will show that any two such subspaces 9’ and 
X are direct complements to each other, which, in view of Theorem 2.3 and 
the remarks thereafter, proves the claim of Theorem 3.3. We use ideas 
similar to those in the proof of Theorem 3.3 in [23]. 
It is enough to show that _Y n7Jz/ = {O}. Let x &Y i-M Since 9 is 
A-invariant and H-neutral, we have xTHAx = 0. Analogously, xTHAX.r = 0. 
Subtracting the second equation from the first and noticing that HB = CT, 
we obtain xTCTDplCx = 0. As D is positive definite, we must have CX = 0. 
Now AX = AXx ~9 n.Ac We repeat the above argument with Ax play- 
ing the role of X, to obtain CAX = 0. Continuing in this fashion, the 
equalities CAjx = 0, j = 0, 1,. . . , follow. But I-l ;=a Ker(CAj) = {0} [this 
follows from the minimality of the realization (3.6)], and therefore x = 0. ??
The proof of (3.12) t ogether with the canonical form (A.8)-(A.11) [which 
allows one to assert the existence of m/2dimensional A-invariant (AX- 
invariant) H-neutral subspaces 9 w) with the required spectral properties 
of the restriction of A to _Y’ (of Ax to M)], shows that L(A) in (3.12) can be 
chosen to satisfy certain location requirements of its poles and zeros, as 
follows. Let R, be a set of poles of W(A) with the properties that A,, E R, 
* A, E Q2, and A, E aP j -A,, @ R,, and such that R, is a maximal set 
of poles of W(A) with these properties. Analogously, let fizz be a maximal set 
of zeros of W(A) such that A, E R, -&Efi2,andA,EQ_- -A,efi_. 
Then there exists a minimal factorization (3.12) where L(m) = 1 and 0; 
(0,) is precisely the set of poles (zeros) of L(A). 
4. BOUNDS ON DEGREES OF THE FACTORS: 
REAL CASE, 5 = 7 
In this’ section we study the case 5 = q, i.e., 
W(A) = dWhA)lTa A E C, 
where v = + 1, and (3.2) takes the form 
W(A) = L(qA)TD(A)L(A). 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
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Here W(A), L(A), and D(A) are real n X n rational matrix functions. 
Assuming that W(h) is analytic and invertible at infinity, we start with a 
minimal realization 
W(A) = D + C(Al- A)-lB, (4.3) 
and let H = H T be the unique matrix satisfying (2.10): 
HA = gATH, HB = CT, BTH = C. 
So (A, H 1, (AX, H) E L,(l, q), in the notation of the Appendix, where 
AX= A - BD-‘C. 
Consider first the case 71 = 1. For every real eigenvalue A,, of A [ = real 
pole of W(A)], let 
vp(b) = ‘( [ YTHYj]r,j=l)> 
where yi,..., yS is a basis in %(A; A,). Analogously, for every real eigen- 
value /_~a of A ‘, let 
where zi,. . . , z, is a basis in 9(AX; pug). It turns out [in view of the 
uniqueness of minimal realizations up to similarity; see (2.2)] that the 
numbers v (A) and vZ( pa) are independent of the choice of minimal 
realization 4.3) and are therefore properties of W(A) itself. We also note that Q 
for every real pole A, of W, and 
for every real zero p0 of W [note that the numbers d(W; A,) and d(W-‘; 
po> need not be even]. Indeed, for (4.4) we only need to observe that the 
matrix [ y’Hyj],“= i is nonsingular, where yi, . . . , yS is a basis in 3% A; A,) 
[this fact follows from the canonical form (case 1 of Theorem A.11 applied to 
the pair (A, H)], and that d(W; A,) =2( A; A,,). The proof of (4.5) is 
analogous. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let W(A) be a real rational matrix function satisfying 
(4.Q which is analytic and invertible at infinity. Let (4.2) be a minimal 
factorization of W(A). Then 
d(L) < min P$O f(W; Aj f  iP-j) + C '~('0)~ 
l 
(ER 
A"ER 
where 
f(W; Aj k i/+) 
id(W; Aj k ipj) if d( W; Aj k i pj) is divisible by 4, 
= 
id(W; Aj + ipj) - 1 otherwise, 
and where f (W- ’ ; Aj * i pj) is defined analogously. 
The proof proceeds along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 3.1(b). 
Indeed, write the supporting triinvariant decomposition R” =L? id 4-N 
corresponding to the minimal factorization (4.2). By Theorem 2.3 (and the 
remarks thereafter) the subspace Z’ is A-invariant and H-neutral. Now 
Theorem 4.1 in [19] gi ves the formula for the dimension of every maximal 
A-invariant H-neutral subspace, according to which 
dimZ< C f(w; Aj -t i/+) + C Z’p(Ao)* 
P,’ 0 A,,ER Aj E R 
Analogously, 
dimN< C f(W-‘; Aj + ipj) + C v,(A,)* 
Pj>O h"ER 
A,' R 
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As in the previous section, the question arises: to what extent is the bound 
(4.6) tight? Again, the full analysis of this question is unknown and beyond 
the scope of this paper. In a generic situation, namely, when W(A) has d(W > 
distinct zeros or d(W) distinct poles (or both), the right-hand side of (4.6) is 
equal to zero. In other words, generically W(A) does not admit nontrivial 
minimal factorizations of the form (4.2). 
We now pass to the cases n = - 1. For every pair +ib of nonzero pure 
imaginary poles of W(A), let 
where yr, . . . , yP is a basis in S’( A; +ib). If 0 is a pole of W(A), define 
v,(O) similarly. Also, for a pair of nonzero pure imaginary eigenvalues +_ib of 
A ‘, define 
where xi, . . . , zq is a basis in S.‘( A ‘; + ib). If 0 is a zero of W(h), define 
also v,(O). As in the previously considered cases, we verify that the numbers 
vP( +ib), vp(0), v,( k ib), v,(O) do not depend on the choice of the minimal 
realization (4.3). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let W(A) he a real rational matrix function satisfying 
W(A) = - W( - A>T and having finite and invertible value at infinity. Let 
W(A) = L(-A)*D(A)L(A) 
be a minimal factorization of W(A), where L(w) = 1. Then 
v,(O) + C vP( kib) + $ C d(W; A,), 
h>O Reh,+O 
v,(O) + c vz( +ib) + $ c d(W-‘; ho) . 
h>O Re A”#0 I 
The proof is completely analogous to that of Theorem 4.1, using again 
Theorem 2.3 and [19, Theorem 5.11. 
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5. MAXIMAL INVARIANT NEUTRAL SUBSPACES FOR COMPLEX 
SYMMETRIC AND SKEW MATRIX PAIRS 
In this section we study ordered pairs of complex matrices (A, H > such 
that H is invertible and H T = CH, HA = 77 AI‘H ( 5, 7~ = + 1). In particular, 
we identify the dimension of maximal A-invariant H-neutral subspaces. 
These results will be applied in the next section to obtain bounds on the 
degree of the factor L(X) in the minimal realizations of complex rational 
matrix functions of the form 
Let H be an invertible complex symmetric or skew-symmetric n X n 
matrix. A subspace J% 5 C” is called H-neutral if x?‘Hy = 0 for all x, 
y EJ?. In contrast with the real case, there are no inertia requirements for 
complex symmetric matrices. We have the following result: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. lf H = - H T (in which case n is even), the maximal 
dimension of an H-neutral subspace is n/Z. If H = H T, the maximal dimen- 
sion of an H-neutral subspace is [n/2], the integer part of n/2. 
Proof. Since H is invertible, no H-neutral subspace can have dimension 
bigger than [n/21. If H = -H T, then an invertible complex matrix S can be 
found such that 
H=ST([; -;] $.*.6.~ [; -;])S. 
In this case the subspace S(span{e,, es,. . . , e,_ 1}) is n/2dimensional and 
H-neutral (we denote by ej the jth unit coordinate vector in C”). If H = H T, 
then an invertible complex matrix S can be found so that H = STS, in which 
case the subspace 
S(span{e, + ie,,e, + ie, ,..., ek + iek,,}), 
where k = n - 1 if n is even, and k = n - 2 if n is odd, is [n/2]-dimen- 
sional and H-neutral. ??
Next, we consider the set INCA, H) of all subspaces which are A- 
invariant and H-neutral, where (A, H) E C,(t, 7) (in the notation of the 
appendix). The set IN( A, H > is partially ordered by inclusion. 
(C’S) ‘(T- ‘T>"3 3 (H ‘V) _h [ 1 f = (H‘V)k 
(~3) ‘(T ‘~1'3 3 (H ‘v> P [(U 'V )&T “$’ ;]z = (H ‘V)k 
(T'S) ‘(,H- = H ‘-3.)) T- ~2 4 f EZ (H‘V)k 
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invariant H,,-neutral subspace A” &A’. Then J iJ” is A-invariant and 
H-neutral, a contradiction with the maximality of A. 
We now let (A, H) E C,(l, 1). Since any A-invariant subspace is a direct 
sum of its intersections with the root subspaces of A, and since by the 
canonical form of (A, H) (case 1 of Theorem A.2) we have that x*Hy = 0 
for any pair of vectors belonging to distinct root subspaces of A, we can 
assume that A has just one eigenvalue, i.e., C” is the root subspace of A. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that the eigenvalue of A is 0. Now 
we argue as in the above part of the proof (where 5 = - 11, and a contradic- 
tion is obtained by using the following fact (easily verified by the result of 
case 1 of Theorem A.2): If (A’, H') E C,(l, 1) with A’ nilpotent and p > 2, 
then there exists a nonzero Al-invariant H’-neutral subspace. 
Finally, let ( A, H ) E C,( 1, - 1). The canonical form of ( A, H) (case 2 
of Theorem A.2) shows that (5.3) can be rewritten in the form 
y(A,H) =; ( c dim%(A;A)) + [idim9(A;O)]. 
AE C\(O) 
Note that all dimensions dim .9’( A; A) are even if A # 0. We use the 
canonical form to reduce the proof to two separate cases: (i) A is nilpotent; 
(ii) A is invertible. 
We argue in each case separately as in the first part of the proof (where 
5 = - 11, obtaining a contradiction in case (ii> using the fact that for any (A’, 
H’) E C,(l, - 1) with invertible A’ there exists a nonzero A’-invariant 
H’-neutral subspace, and in case (i) using the fact that for any (A’, H') E 
C,(l, - 1) with nilpotent A’ and p > 2 there exists a nonzero A’-invariant 
H ‘-neutral subspace. Both facts follow easily from Theorem A.2 (case 1). H 
6. MINIMAL SYMMETRIC FACTORIZATIONS: BOUNDS ON 
DEGREES OF THE FACTORS, COMPLEX CASE 
Let W(A) be an n X n complex rational matrix function such that det 
W(A) $ 0 and 
W(A) = 5[W(77A)lT> A E c, (6-I) 
where 5 = + 1, 77 = + 1 are fixed. We consider minimal factorizations of the 
form 
W( A) = L( TA)~D( A) L( A) > (6.2) 
where L(A) and D(A) are complex rational n X n matrix functions. 
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As in Sections 3-4, we assume that W(A) is finite and invertible at 
infinity. This assumption can be made without essential loss of generality if 
q = 1; for q = - 1 only the case when W(0) is finite and invertible can be 
reduced to the situation at hand by a linear fractional substitution (cf. the 
discussion in Section 3). 
Combining Theorems 2.3 and 5.2, we obtain the following bounds on the 
degree d( I,). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let a minimal factorization (6.2) be given, where W(A) 
is an n X n complex rational matrix function such that det W(A) f 0, W(m) 
is finite and invertible, and (6.1) hoUs. 
(a) If 6 # q, then d(L) < id(W) (in th’ 
(b) If 5 = 7 = 1, then 
zs case d(W ) is necessarily even); 
d(L) < min { c h(W; A), c h(W-‘; A)}, 
AEC AEC 
where h(W; A) = id(W; A) if d(W; A) is even, and h(W; A) = i(d(W; A) - 
1) if d(W; A) is odd, and h(W-‘; A) is defined analogously. 
(c) If 5 = r] = - 1, then d(L) < [id(W)]. (Note that d(W) = d(W-‘) 
is even if W(A) d oes not have a pole and a zero at A = 0 simultaneously.) 
We note that only the bound given by (b) is nontrivial. 
Finally, we consider the hermitian symmetry 
W(A) = [W(@]*, AEC (6.3) 
[as everywhere in this paper, we assume det W(A) f 01, and the correspond- 
ing minimal hermitian symmetric factorizations 
w(A) = [L(i)]*D(h)~(h). (6.4) 
Here the bounds on the degree of L(A) can be obtained essentially by 
combining two known results: Theorem 2.1 in [18], and Theorem 2, Section 
2.2 in [24] (see also Lemma 7.1 in [30]). We therefore only state the result, 
omitting all details of the proof. 
For a pair of n x n complex matrices (A, H), where H is hermitian and 
invertible, and HA = A*H, and for a real eigenvalue A of A, let 
(6.5) 
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where zr,. . . , zp is a basis in % A; A) and, as above, v(K) stands for the 
maximal dimension of a neutral subspace with respect to the invertible 
hermitian matrix K. It is well known (and not difficult to prove) that v(K) 
coincides with the minimum of the number of positive eigenvalues of K 
(counted with multiplicities) and the number of negative eigenvalues of K. 
Note also that the matrix [ ~~Hz~]j’~= 1 in (6.5) is invertible (this follows from 
the canonical form of such pairs of matrices, which is found in many sources; 
see, e.g., [34], Chapter S.5 in [lo], or Chapter I.3 in [9]). We also put m(A, 
H, A) = 0 for real A which are not eigenvalues of A. 
THEOREM 6.2. Assume thut W(A) f t is ini e and invertible at infinity. Let 
W(A) = D + C(hl - A)-‘B 
he a minimal realization of W(A), and let H be the associated invertible 
hermitian matrix (which is uniquely defined by the equalities HA = A*H, 
HB = C*, B*H = C; cf. (2.10)). If(6.4) is a minimal factorization, then 
d(L) <min c dimg(A;A) + c m(A,H,A), (6.6) 
AEC, AER 
c dimg(AX;A) + c m(AX, H,A) , (6.7) 
AEC, AER J 
where AX= A - BD-‘C, and C, stands for the open upper half plane. 
7. EXAMPLES 
We provide here two examples to illustrate some results and techniques 
of this paper. 
EXAMPLE 7.1 (Real case; 5 = 1, 77 = --I>. Let 
W(A) = 
1 (A + a)-’ 
(-A+a)-’ I l+A-’ ’ 
where a E R, a # 0, is a fixed number. Then W(A) = W( - A>r. A minimal 
realization of W(A) is given by 
W(A) = I + C(Al -A)-‘B, 
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C= 0 1 0 0 
I -1 0 1 0’ 
A=&(-a)@ 0” :, 
[ 1 
In particular, d(W) = 4. Also, 
- 
1 0 
B= O l I I 0 0’ 0 1 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 -1 0 
where the skew-symmetric real matrix H is determined by (2.10). A compu- 
tation shows that the eigenvalues of A ’ are * [+(a’ - 2 * S>]1/2. 
Thus, by Theorem 3.1, W(A) admits only the trivial [i.e., with L(A) = I] 
minimal factorization W(A) = [ L( - A>]~D(A)L(A). Note that the canonical 
form of (AX, H) (gi ven by Theorem A.l, case 3) ensures that in our situation 
HA' is either positive definite or negative definite on 9?( A ‘; f ib), where 
t_ ib is the pair of pure imaginary eigenvalues of A ‘. 
EXAMPLE 7.2 (Complex case, & = n = 1). Let 
W(A) = I 1 (h - i)-” (h-i)-2 1 1 
Then W(A) = W( A)r, and a minimal realization of W(A) is easily found: 
W(A) = Z + C(AZ -A)-‘& (74 
where 
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i 1 0 0 
AX=A-BC= I ; ; -1 0 . 1 I ; 
-10 Ai 
the eigenvalues of AX are x + i, where x = * 1, + i, with the correspond- 
ing eigenvectors (1, x, -x2, -x~>~. The symmetric matrix H satisfying 
(2.10) is given by 
Using Theorem 2.3, it is found that the only supporting triinvariant decompo- 
sition C4 =2-l-J i./ [with respect to the minimal realization (7.1)] such 
that the corresponding minimal factorization has the form W = W,‘W,W, is 
the trivial one: .Y=Jy= (0). Indeed, if v EN, the condition H-‘TT$ H = TV 
implies vTHu = 0; but there is no eigenvector v of AX satisfying vTHv = 0. 
Thus, the trivial factorization W(h) = Z * D(A) * Z is the only minimal factor- 
ization of the form (6.2), in accordance with Theorem 6.1, which gives 0 as an 
upper bound for d(L). 
APPENDIX 
For the reader’s convenience, we list here the canonical forms that are 
used in this paper. Their derivation is found in a variety of sources (see [7, 9, 
331); the canonical forms, as presented in Theorem A.1 below, are given and 
used in [25, 261. 
For fixed c = + 1 and n = + 1, let L,( 5, 77) be the class of all ordered 
pairs of n x n real matrices (A, H) with H invertible, H T = (H, and 
HA = qATH. When 5 = - 1, we assume always that n is even; otherwise H 
fails to be invertible. We list first the canonical forms for pairs of matrices in 
L,(t, 77) under the transformation (A, H) + (S-‘AS, STHS) for invertible 
real matrices S. Since the canonical form for L,( - 1, 1) is not used in this 
paper, it will not be mentioned in Theorem A.1 below. 
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Z=Z,@ a.. CB z, = ; zi 
i=l 
denotes the block-diagonal matrix with blocks Z,, . . . , Z, on the main diago- 
nal. Jordan blocks are defined as follows: 
where Z stands for the matrix 
b > 0. The size of J,(u) is n 
Here a, b are real numbers with 
is 2n X 2n. 
Several special matrices will be used. Define 
I 0 0 . . . 0 1 
0 0 . . . -1 0 
1 . 
q= i . . 
0 **. **- 0 
,(-l)j-1 0 . . . 0 0 
Thus, Fj is a j xj matrix which is symmetric if j is odd and skew-symmetric 
if j is even. Then write 
Gj = 
0 0 . . . 0 Fp 
0 0 . . . -FLf-l 0 
0 _** *a* 0 
(.-l)j-lpi-1 0 . . . 0 0 
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so that Gi is a 2.j X 2j matrix which is symmetric for all j. Also, define the 
real sym&etric j X j matrices 
0 . . . . . . 0 1 
1 0 
lzj= : 
0 1 
1 () . . . . . . (j 
Finally, recall that Fd = 
Lj = 
= 
[ 
0 lj 
-1 0 1 , and let 
0 ..* 0 Fk 
-Fi 0 
0 *.* *.. ; 
(-l).‘-‘Fd 0 . . . 0 
Thus, Lj is a 2j X 2j skew-symmetric matrix for each j. 
THEOREM A.l. Let ( A, H > E L,,( 5, 7). Then there exists a real invert- 
ible matrix S such that 
S-‘AS = @ A I’ S7‘HS = @ Hi. (A -1) 
i i 
The mutrices of a canonical pair ( Ai, Hi) have the same size and take the 
following fom (depending on the choices of (5, 77)): 
Case 1: 5 = 1, 77 - 1. There are two types, either 
where ai is real and &i = + 1 or - 1, or 
where ai, bi are real and bi > 0. 
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Case 2: 5 = 1, q = - 1. There are far types: either 
where nP+l,...,nP+q are even integers and Ed,. . . , E,, take the values + 1 
or -1, or 
Hi= & 
0 Z”, 
[ 1 j=lz” O’ I 
where a, > 0, or 
Ai=& 
j=1 “J 
Hi = & EjGn,, 
j=l 
where bi > 0 and Ed, . . . , E,, takes the values + 1 or - 1, or 
Hi= & 
0 z2, I 
[ 1 j=l '2, O * I 
Case 3: ,$ = - 1, v = - 1. There are fmr types: either 
Hi = ($I cjF2,, &, 
I 2n p+j+l 
j=l 1 0 ’ 
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where ei is 1 or - 1 Cforj = 1, . . . , p), or 
where ai > 0, or 
Hi= &cjL,, I’ (A .2) j=l 
where b, > 0 and ej is + 1 or - 1, or 
where ai > 0 and b, > 0. 
In each of cases 1, 2, and 3 the canonical form (A.11 is uniquely 
determined by A and H up to simultaneous permutations of pairs of blocks Ai 
and Hi. 
We now pass to the complex case. For fured 5 = + 1, 17 = f 1, denote by 
C,( 5, Q) the class of all ordered pairs of n X n complex matrices (A, H) 
with H invertible and H r = 5 H, HA = qATH. In case [ = - 1 we assume 
n is even to avoid the trivial case when C,(t, 77) is empty. We continue to 
use the notation introduced above, but now we also consider the Jordan 
blocks ],,(a> with complex a. 
THEOREM A.2. Let (A, H) E C,( 5, 7). Then there exists an invertible 
complex matrix S such that 
S-‘AS = @ A I’ S’HS = @ Hi. (A 3 
i i 
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The matrices of a canonical pair ( Ai, Hi) have the same size and take the 
following forms (depending on the choices of ( 5, 77)): 
Case 1: 5 = 1, 77 = 1. Each pair (Ai, Hi> has the type 
Ai =Jn,(ai>‘, ffi = K,, (ai E C). 
Case 2: [ = 1, q = - 1. There are two types: either 
or, for an odd ni, Hi = K, , und Ai has zero entm’es except for the first 
superdiagonal, which has $(ni - 1) consecutive entries equal to - 1 fol- 
lowed by i(ni - 1) entries equal to 1. 
Case 3: There are three types: either 
O 
A,( --aJT I ’ Hi = (-l)“‘F,, CaiZ O) 
or 
where ni is odd; or 
Ai = Jn,(0)T 3 Hi = ( - 1) “,” F,, , 
where ni is even. 
Case 4: 5 = - 1, 77 = 1. Each pair (Ai, Hi> has the type 
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As in Theorem A.l, the canonical form (A.31 is unique up to simultaneous 
permutations of pairs of blocks ( Ai, Hi). 
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